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STRUGGLING TO TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR BUSINESS?
Mindset is everything when it comes to an effective leadership style.
There’s been some recent buzz around the “entrepreneurial mindset.” This means different things to different people, but
it usually boils down to perseverance and determination.
But when it comes to actually adopting this entrepreneurial mindset, most advice (such as the advice in this recent Forbes
article) tends to be as generic as “know your strengths,” and “set proper goals.” This advice isn’t very effective in helping
entrepreneurs adopt a mindset that produces real results.
Now we want to offer small business owners the top secrets to a success mindset. We’re revealing the hidden obstacles
that have prevented them from taking charge of their business success.
Two renowned business coaches, Paula Oleska and Chris Salem, are producing a special conference to reveal the secrets
that entrepreneurs need to break through barriers to success.
As an award-winning brain coach, best-selling author, and mindset maverick,
Paula Oleska has helped thousands of individuals reach their potential
through her Brain Upgrade® method, the cutting-edge of neuroscience.
Here’s what some people had to say after working with Paula:
“In just two months, I have handled business, money, and a relationship!
You can't get those kinds of results anywhere!”
– P.F., Social Entrepreneur
“I thought a project would take me 7 hours, but after just one session with Paula, it took only 1 hour!”
– P.S., Attorney
Business leader advisor, keynote speaker, and prosperity coach Chris Salem has a special passion
for empowering and serving business leaders and entrepreneurs by taking their business and life
to another level.
To make this conference more powerful, there will be only a few select speakers to address
different aspects of influence to help the audience make immediate changes.
Maximize Your Influence:
A One-Day Conference for Entrepreneurs and Small Business Owners!
Friday, March 15
8:30AM – 5:30PM
28 Liberty St F6
New York, NY 10005
Sponsored by Serendipity Labs and Women Prosperity Network
To learn more about this impactful conference, click here.
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For more information, please contact Paula at 646-554-3461 or paula@brainupgrade.biz.

